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Introduction
This is an ongoing column with NonStop NET/MASTER tips and techniques.
Each column is also accessible from
http://www.greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au/ (Gresham Software Labs). Please
send all comments and suggestions to John New at
jnew@greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au.
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================================================================
NonStop NET/MASTER Tips and Techniques
Preventing RMS From Reprocessing the Same Message
================================================================

This column discusses how to prevent a NonStop NET/MASTER Rule
Management Services (RMS) message handler from reprocessing the same
message.

Note: You can find out more about RMS by reading the NonStop NET/MASTER
RMS Management and Operations Guide.

Background Information
----------------------

RMS is a NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services (MS) application. RMS
uses rules to perform its functions, such as automating operations. A
rule, which is triggered by criteria such as a certain message, is a set
of instructions to RMS to perform certain tasks. A ruleset is a set, or
collection, of rules. RMS is distributed with two standard rulesets
(BASERULE and STATSCAP). An active message handler runs with a ruleset,
and processes messages according to the rules in the ruleset.

It is possible for a user to configure RMS so that a message handler
repeatedly processes the same monitor-class message. This causes the
message to be repeatedly broadcast throughout the NonStop NET/MASTER
system, consuming memory and CPU cycles. Message reprocessing can only
occur when message handlers are run as INTPROCs; that is, when they are
started using option B or C from the RMS : Start Message Handler menu.

This behaviour is the result of a combination of two RMS features: the
ability of a message handler to receive monitor-class messages; and the
ability of a message handler to generate monitor-class messages. Both
features are optional, and so message reprocessing is avoidable.

Message Handlers Receiving Monitor-Class Messages
-------------------------------------------------
The ruleset profile determines whether an INTPROC message handler
receives monitor-class messages. When creating a ruleset, the RMS :
Profile Definition panel is displayed to allow the profile of an



INTPROC's dependent processing environment to be changed during
initialisation. The MONMSG value determines the receipt of monitor-class
messages. The default value is N, which means the message handler will
not receive monitor-class messages. Setting this field to Y allows
monitor-class messages to be processed by the message handler, which may
result in message reprocessing (depending on whether the message handler
can additionally generate monitor-class messages).

Note that the ruleset profile settings must be allowed by the user's or
region's user ID definition record (in User ID Management Services).
This means that you can additionally use the user ID definition record
to prevent message reprocessing from inadvertently occurring. You use
the UMS : OCS Details panel to specify the types of messages a user or
region can receive.

For example, for a certain user, if the value of Monitor Status is N in
the UMS : OCS Details panel, then setting the value of MONMSG to Y in
the RMS : Profile Definition panel has no effect if that user starts the
message handler as INTPROC. However, if the value of Monitor Status is
Y, then setting the value of MONMSG determines whether messages are
received (Y) or not (N).

Message Handlers Generating Monitor-Class Messages
--------------------------------------------------
Monitor-class messages can be generated by a message handler in two
cases: default delivery for messages that do not trigger a rule, and
specific rules modifying a message to become a monitor-class message.

Default delivery produces monitor-class messages if the message handler
is executing as an INTPROC in the BMON, EMSP, or LOGP regions. This is
the most common cause of message reprocessing, and has the most
significant effect because there are usually many messages delivered by
default (not triggering any rules). Resource usage can escalate very
rapidly in this case, both because the number of messages grows and
because the size of each message grows each time it is reprocessed (with
the addition of an extra M in the message text each time).

It is recommended, if a message handler is to execute in one of these
regions, that its profile should not allow processing of monitor-class
messages. Alternatively, the ruleset control option Delivery Philosophy
could be set to NEGATIVE to instruct RMS to suppress (delete) any
message that does not trigger a rule. The rules would have to
explicitly specify Monitor N (or Deliver N) to prevent message
reprocessing.

You can define rules to modify the attributes of the message so that it
becomes a monitor-class message. You can do so on the RMS : Message
Modification panel (page 4 of a rule definition). If you set the Monitor
field to Y and the message text is not changed then the rule can
potentially be retriggered when the message is delivered.

It is recommended, if the rule must generate a monitor-class message,
that the text of the message should be replaced (for example, the
message ID changed) to prevent the rule from retriggering on the
message.

Conclusion
----------

Following these guidelines should ensure that RMS does not reprocess any
messages.



Note: The author would like to acknowledge the assistance given by Ken
Finlayson in the preparation of this article


